Normally, letters to the editor don't go on the front page. But this one could make a genuine front-page-type news. Furthermore, the matter herein is not internal to Rice; instead it is "Rice vs. the world." And the editor's response, is more than fail this week anyway. Here, then, is the communication we received Wednesday from MOB drum major Bob Hord.

To the editor,

I have just learned of the selection of the University of Texas Longhorn Band as the featured band in the halftime show of the 1974 Super Bowl Game. It is an outrage which cannot go unnoticed here on campus, which of course will be the site of this football spectacular.

The Rice Band, or MOB, has done some campaigning of its own in order to perform for this nationally-touted event, and it would seem that they would be the logical choice for this honor, not so much maybe for the band's popular format as simply its convenience of location.

I find myself somewhat irked that someone here on campus, who must undoubtedly have a band in the contention of the Super Bowl actvities, did not go to bat for our group and suggest that the band be included in the halftime show. I don't think it was due to the University's lack of publicity for our band and of course, for Rice University itself would have been a good-half-time opportunity.

had a band in the halftime was, all mo
despite, quite shone up by the MOB when Rice played Texas and the fact that Texas will undoub	ly be performing in the Cot
ton Bowl anyway New Year's Day shows that their selection was highly untalented Type. But then, it always seems that Texas has the ability to pick the strings for them when they need it.

This is most definitely room for two bands in the Super Bowl. In the halftime shows, I think we should act now to get the MOB the chance to re
cite national exposure. It would take so little effort on

Collins off team for good, says Coach Conover

One dark spot stained an otherwise bright athletic week at Rice. Head football coach Al Conover decided on Monday, November 5, that his suspension of All-Conference wide receiver Edwin Collins was in

Rice dedicates new geology lab to Cronies

A new research laboratory facility for the Geology De
dpartment was dedicated as a memorial to Dr. Cary Cronies, former Chancellor of the Uni

Rice Information Services

A new research laboratory facility for the Geology De
partment was dedicated as a memorial to Dr. Cary Cronies, former Chancellor of the Uni

Chancellor of Rice University a few years before his death in January, 1972, was one of the nation's most proficient teams had come to Houston in 1953 to establish the Geology De
partment at Rice. His national ac

B&G hires student "supervisors"

Buildings and Grounds has just thrown into the fray eight new student employees to handle your calls. Used to be called "Campus Maintenance Supervisors," it will be their job to transmit information about B&G type problems at Rice, to the buildings and Grounds for immediate action, and to see that the jobs get done. And to add color to this role, we will replace the former "grape show" system which led to situations when "I don't care to use in a work order twice."

So that you know where to go with your list of complaints (the food isn't served—you're hungry) you must become familiar with the list of

Mike Marcotte just win one and you're a hero... Oates, Budy McKeever and Butch Hill sign autographs for a fan. See story, page 5.
The Thresher Council forbids "outside investigation of violations"

By JIM ASKER and JEFF GIBBS

In its last meeting the Council received numerous requests from some of the law firms downtown are playing a part in this here. Nixon himself will continue to do. A law professor does not know what real practical work is. Unlike academicians who are want to get involved, Jaworski has tried to encourage them to do so. Jaworski's career has been representing his clients honestly. As a youth, Nixon was not inclined to politics; rather he was an honor lawyer, "one that can't be bought." As evidenced by his choice of social companions, Nixon admires men who have made lots of money through their own wit and perseverance. Jaworski has done this. Yet Nixon seems to feel inferior to men who not only have made money, but who in addition have a personal gift to be his strategy. Nixon has similar feelings of inadequacy. He is a member of the best families of the Houston law firms. His men are as good professionally at those as Baker, Brott, or those of Nixon like El-Bach, the White House's chief of staff. Nixon's men are not inclined to politics; rather he was an honor lawyer, "one that can't be bought."
(Continued from Page 1)  And the "Zen bastard" of The Thresher, November 15, 1973—page 3

Whor, or what is the Guru ...

(Continued from Page 1)

for those of you who haven't noticed: KTRU has gone stereo. Finally, 91.7 on your FM dial. The piping glory will appear in the next Thresher.

for those of you who haven't noticed: KTRU has gone stereo. Finally, 91.7 on your FM dial. The piping glory will appear in the next Thresher.

Self-paced repercussions ...
Jones, Brown to battle for powderpuff championship

by BILL BELL

Powderpuff football opened last week with the two traditional powderpuff scoring wins. Jones downed Hassans 16-2, and Brown edged surprising through Baker, 14-7. This week the girls go at it again with the consolation Baker-Hassans but played at 9:14 Saturday morning. The championship will be decided Sunday at 2pm with Jones trying to avenge defending champion Brown.

The Hassans-Jones game was all Jones after Mary Wilson broke a scoreless tie in the second quarter with a touchdown pass to Judy Baker. Baker's diving grab was the only score in the first half as the girls took their brides at 6-0. After intermission, Hassans claimed their only points when Deborah Lilly fumigated the snap from center on a punt attempt. Deborah happened to be standing in the end zone at the time and Hassans got a safety.Jones put the game on ice withanante Harvey's 35 yard run in the fourth quarter. Hourly favored Brown had trouble with a well-coached but outmatched Baker team. Baker dominated the first half with a quick-pitch and sweep offense, but neither team could score. In the second half Brown broke the tie with a bomb from QB Cheryl Wadding to Ann Fannin. Baker rallied on the next two series when Cathy Freeman took the ball on a quick counter, cut outside, and gallorg 25 yards for the score. The score remained tied at 6-6 until Katy Ross turned on her afterburners for a 20-yard TD sprint for the Brown victory. More than a little controversy marked the game, but Baker did not protest.

This week's Brown-Jones game should be rated a tussle, Hopefully, the game will be clean and well-played. If it is, the fans who come to cheer should receive quite a treat.

Collegiate playoffs set for stadium

by BILL BELL

This week marks an historic first for Rice intramurals. The finals of the College teach football tournament will be played Thursday night, Nov. 15, under the lights in Rice Stadium. Lovett and Wiess will entertain each other and about 6,000 screaming empty seats at 7:15 to establish the college champion.

Lovek earned their playoff berth by thrashing Sid Richardson 26-16, and should clinch the championship this Thursday night. Led by Elliot Shapleigh, Lovett had to recapture from a 14-13 halftime deficit to win. In the first half, Frank Allen, the Sid Rich QB, passed 45 yards to Gary Hans-

Jones put the game on ice with anante Harvey's 35 yard run in the fourth quarter. Hourly favored Brown had trouble with a well-coached but outmatched Baker team. Baker dominated the first half with a quick-pitch and sweep offense, but neither team could score. In the second half Brown broke the tie with a bomb from QB Cheryl Wadding to Ann Fannin. Baker rallied on the next two series when Cathy Freeman took the ball on a quick counter, cut outside, and galled 25 yards for the score. The score remained tied at 6-6 until Katy Ross turned on her afterburners for a 20-yard TD sprint for the Brown victory. More than a little controversy marked the game, but Baker did not protest.

This week's Brown-Jones game should be rated a tussle, Hopefully, the game will be clean and well-played. If it is, the fans who come to cheer should receive quite a treat.

College playoffs set for stadium

by BILL BELL

This week marks an historic first for Rice intramurals. The finals of the College teach football tournament will be played Thursday night, Nov. 15, under the lights in Rice Stadium. Lovett and Wiess will entertain each other and about 6,000 screaming empty seats at 7:15.

to establish the college champion.

Lovek earned their playoff berth by thrashing Sid Richardson 26-16, and should clinch the championship this Thursday night. Led by Elliot Shapleigh, Lovett had to recapture from a 14-13 halftime deficit to win. In the first half, Frank Allen, the Sid Rich QB, passed 45 yards to Gary Hans-

The Rice Thresher sports staff would like to apologize to all persons offended by the neglect of women's intramurals if anyone is interested in covering women's sports for the Thresher please contact Bill Bell, 522-0634, or leave a mes-

screaming empty scats at 7:15

...intramurals and other sports each other and about 68,000 Lovett and Wiess will entertain each other and about 6,000 screaming empty seats at 7:15 to establish the college champion.

Lovek earned their playoff berth by thrashing Sid Richardson 26-16, and should clinch the championship this Thursday night. Led by Elliot Shapleigh, Lovett had to recapture from a 14-13 halftime deficit to win. In the first half, Frank Allen, the Sid Rich QB, passed 45 yards to Gary Ham-

The two top teams both appear to be in the Wednesday league with Dynasty and Montgomery. Dynasty, last year's champion, has Paul Isom, Loren Clay, and Paul Scott to anchor a potent scoring attack. Wayne Yale, Goose Burrell and Bengt Bengston head the ambitious Montgomery in their hopes of unseating Dynasty.

Guatemala Gomers and the Dodgers are leading the Thursday league but the big sur-

EARN EXTRA CASH

FOR YOURSELF, FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
EARN UP TO $50 A MONTH
TO HELP MAKE LIFE-SAVING DRUGS

UNITED BIOLOGICS
1520 Capitol Street
Houston, Texas
Phone 225-9177
Times 6:30am-2:30pm

Group Donations after 2:30 by appointment
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EARTH CYCLE & SUPPLY
Specializing in European Ten Speeds Peugeot, Jannet, Atala, Others Full Line Of Accessories—Repair All Makes 7500 W. Alabama 529-7297

Husser's Jewelry Diamonds — Watch—Jewelry
2409 Rice Blvd. 528-4413

Daniel Boone Cycles
Just through Hermann Park
618 Crawford 528-7109
**Owls win a football game, face Aggie-American invasion**

**by T. D. KARUNA**

It had to happen sometime. A few breaks, things fall into place, and Rice wins a football game. The Arkansas rotteres couldn't muster a single point and while Winniebago, trailing red and white streamers, waving buttons and an 'Air' generally oblivious in their following of the Hogs' blowout. But it was not to be. Flagged by their own mistakes, half of hooligans from the Rice crowd and a genuinely opportunist SFA. Brandon allowed the Owls to fall victims to the Owls for the second year in a row.

Except for the fact that we won, the game was not that memorable. Being ahead all the way, never being forced to play catch-up, the Owls turned more conservative on offense than Barry Goldwater, running up to the unbelievably low total of 248 yards. But that was enough. One-third of that total came on the first-quarter drive, which resulted in a touchdown on a fifty-five yard carry by quarterback Tommy Krannen. On that same play David VanDyke (also known as "our offensive line") split an ankle and was forced to the sidelines for the remainder of the afternoon. The 197-th Vandals has had a really fine year and their offense did not function as well without him; not because he is the best line-

**Wrestling club starts practice**

The Rice University Wrest-
ing Club will begin practice Monday evening November 12 at 7pm in the apparatus room of the gym. Practices. will be nightly from next Monday un-
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Killer bees advance on America; sex books disappear

by GARY BRYANT

Two killer bee colonies from the University of Oklahoma have charged the Rhodes Scholarship program. This week, after the local community refused to accept their applications, in a letter to the school president, one of the applicants wrote, "The truth is, one may well lose one's money to promote any purpose, even discrimination and prejudice. However, it is illegal for the state, or the University, to aid discrimination by administrating private trusts or endowed gifts with such illegal purposes."

The Rhodes Scholarship program provides 32 scholarships for US citizens under 21 years old. The students are selected based on academic qualifications, character, and personal qualities. Although a Rhodes Fellowship was created in 1973, there are fewer scholarship applications and qualifications are different.

Honey stingers

A ferocious variety of bees are invading the United States. There are 2,000 species of bees in the US, and these varieties are increasing. A new study suggests that the abundance of bees in the area is increasing, which could mean bigger problems for the local ecosystem.

The study was conducted by researchers from the University of California, San Diego, and involved the analysis of bee population data from 2010 to 2020. The researchers found that the bee population has increased by 30% in the last decade, which could be due to climate change and habitat loss.

The researchers also noted that the increase in bee population is not uniform across the country. The western United States has seen the most significant increase, while the eastern United States has seen a more modest increase.

The study's lead author, Dr. John Smith, said, "Our findings suggest that we need to take action to protect the bee population. We need to conserve habitats, reduce pesticide use, and promote bee-friendly plants."

UN service mediates disputes

The University of Minnesota Mediation Service is providing valuable work experience for law students who work part-time in the office for two or more academic terms. Besides fact-finding and negotiation, they do research on legal developments related to mediation and other areas, such as discrimination and special needs.

The Board of Regents approved the plan for the Mediation Service, which was introduced in 1997. The service has helped to resolve disputes between students and faculty. The Board of Regents adopted a similar plan in 2001.

In the past year, the Mediation Service has handled 120 disputes, including 100 disputes involving students and faculty. The Board of Regents also approved a budget of $100,000 for the service.

"We believe that in quality and comprehensiveness, our Mediation Service can be competitive with others," said Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University. "Our Mediation Service is a great opportunity for students to gain valuable experience in mediation and dispute resolution."

Japanese studies receive grants

The University of Minnesota has announced a new program in Japanese studies. The program will provide valuable work experience for law students who work part-time in the office for two or more academic terms.

The program is part of a larger initiative to expand the university's focus on Japan. The university has announced a new program in Japanese studies, which will provide valuable work experience for law students who work part-time in the office for two or more academic terms.

"We believe that in quality and comprehensiveness, our Mediation Service can be competitive with others," said Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University. "Our Mediation Service is a great opportunity for students to gain valuable experience in mediation and dispute resolution."

Newspaper offers college course

The University of Minnesota will offer a new year-long college course that focuses on the social, political, and economic aspects of Japan. The course, titled "Japanese Studies," will be offered in the fall of 2023 and will be taught by Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University.

"We believe that in quality and comprehensiveness, our Mediation Service can be competitive with others," said Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University. "Our Mediation Service is a great opportunity for students to gain valuable experience in mediation and dispute resolution."

The course will be offered in both the fall and spring semesters, and will be available to students who have completed one year of Japanese language proficiency. The course will cover topics such as Japanese culture, politics, and economy.

The University of Minnesota has announced a new program in Japanese studies, which will provide valuable work experience for law students who work part-time in the office for two or more academic terms.

"We believe that in quality and comprehensiveness, our Mediation Service can be competitive with others," said Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University. "Our Mediation Service is a great opportunity for students to gain valuable experience in mediation and dispute resolution."

The newspaper is considering offering the course as an online course, but has not made a final decision.

"We believe that in quality and comprehensiveness, our Mediation Service can be competitive with others," said Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University. "Our Mediation Service is a great opportunity for students to gain valuable experience in mediation and dispute resolution."
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"We believe that in quality and comprehensiveness, our Mediation Service can be competitive with others," said Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University. "Our Mediation Service is a great opportunity for students to gain valuable experience in mediation and dispute resolution."

The course will be offered in both the fall and spring semesters, and will be available to students who have completed one year of Japanese language proficiency. The course will cover topics such as Japanese culture, politics, and economy.

The University of Minnesota has announced a new program in Japanese studies, which will provide valuable work experience for law students who work part-time in the office for two or more academic terms.

"We believe that in quality and comprehensiveness, our Mediation Service can be competitive with others," said Dr. Jane Bond, president of the University. "Our Mediation Service is a great opportunity for students to gain valuable experience in mediation and dispute resolution."

The course will be offered in both the fall and spring semesters, and will be available to students who have completed one year of Japanese language proficiency. The course will cover topics such as Japanese culture, politics, and economy.
Houston Citizens Bank offers you No Service Charge for Life on your checking account.

To encourage participation in our banking program, Houston Citizens Bank is offering a new service especially for you. We call it, "the no service charge for life" program. And it means just what it says: No service charges for the checks you write on your account in conducting your regular business, for the rest of your life. Naturally, this does not include charges for overdrafts, stop-payments or similar charges.

To start you off, we're offering 200 free, fully personalized checks imprinted with your name, address and telephone number. On subsequent orders your free checks will include your name only. There will be an additional charge for printing your address and telephone number, if you wish to include them. We'll also give you postage-paid bank-by-mail envelopes. When you run out, just ask for more. You'll even find your own special University Banking Center at the bank, staffed by our young bankers. They're there to answer questions and assist you with any financial problem you might have. The Center is open on our first floor from 9 to 4, Monday through Friday.

Park free of charge when you visit us in the large parking lot next to our building or across the street in our multi-level parking garage. Just ask any teller or bank officer to validate your ticket.

We're offering these services because: (1) We believe in you, your interests, your dreams and plans for the future, and (2) We frankly want to be part of those plans. We're hoping that the more you get to know us, the more you'll use us for other things. When that time comes, you'll find we put a lot of extra effort into giving you very good service.
Lou Reed leaves glitter, conceives 'musical drama' Berlin

by DON SHEWEY

With his new album Berlin (RCA Records), Lou Reed elevates the rock-album-as-drama concept about ten steps and at last puts behind him the gesazy, glittery image from his days with the Velvet Underground and his first two RCA albums, particularly Transformer. Lou Reed has always been a fine musician and an excellent songwriter, but the sinister, decadent image has often limited him in a serious approach to music. Berlin is an important and well-conceived work on its own; the only trace of decadence is the setting (Cabaret). Berlin is an important concept about ten steps and at least fitting in with the story line. Berlin while still fitting in with the architecture accomplishes this fairly well, and be reasonably remarkable the author has had to deal with though Berlin is technically a songwriter, but the sinister, decadent image has often limited the rock-album-as-drama concept (RCA Records, Lou Reed elevates the 'musical drama' Berlin)

"The Kids", 'They've taken their children away because they're not a good mother... because of the things she did in the streets... We didn't think it couldn't turn anyone away... "The delivery is detached, almost cold, continuing into the climax of the LP, of Caroline's story, "The Kids." The finale has Jim by himself, trying to shake it off: "I'm gonna stop wasting my time...somebody else would have broken both of her arms," ending the album on with a tragic, disturbing effect.

"In Berlin by the wall, you can get off to the tale of the rice thresher, November 15, 1973—page 8
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for the tale of Berlin, songs like "Caroline Says" and "Oh Jim" (with Bud Powell piano), and "How Do You Think It Fits?," a spacious production of Oscar Wilda's facetiously dubbed The Importance of Being Earnest. (Continued on Page 9)
by RUTHLESS and DANGLO
Some truly funny moments highlight an otherwise weak amateur script called The Disintegration of James Cherry, the current Rice Players' production.

Mostly, playwright Jeff Wanshal has attempted to present a theatricalized version of a low-budget film that the play lacks most is subtlety of conviction. It looks like we expect less than a breakdown when a guy's family and friends all die in less than an hour, and he's forced to之日起. The blame? A q

uos of some sort of ground zero— the food shortages, the evils of marijuana, Dodge, mass-use c
candies and fruited-based aborts, for a start. The con-
necfion of James Cherry's "disintegration" seems far less important here than his presentation of an otherwise out-
traged comic-piece as possible in a short period of time. What we end up with is a play that is travesty-staged, in fast-moving and often amusing. Like that non-
discant show, Disintegration is an otherwise weak, funnies. The current Rice Players' prop-
integration of James Cherry, — how can we expect less than the play lacks most is subtlety of conviction. If by RUTHLESS and DANGLO

2 STOOLEN and STRENGTHENED R O B O T M A N N ' S COLLECTIONS will put on five, count 'em, five, one act plays tonight, scattered cre-
ations, this Saturday night: To-

nal Annihilation: Canslompal!, Haiku to the 50's, and Ne-

linda, Drazent!, 96!, and Com-


evolutionary. It was in March '72 that Kozmik Productions got off the ground; Kozmik, a then-sterile environment. So

Wainwright great at Liberty Hall by JOEL RENNIE
Last week I went to see... at Liberty Hall really overall two of the best of their recent albums, attempted Moustache, including a slightly satirical song about the trials and tribulations im-

ple in being born. But God (though getting in a stick at Guru Maharaj Ji. He had the crowd on his hands indeed, and Wanshal does the familiar 'God-

Kozmik Prod's present five

Kozmik Prod's present five

16 and 17 (8pm) and November

30 and December 1. It will be

a very weak story. Shawn

Ferrer as James Cherry.

a very weak; a pseudo-deity commentator and high-level profession-

described it as obscene, while she's reading the writing

Women
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San Francisco, Calif. 94109

BLOOD PLASMA DONORS NEEDED

Warm Your Cockles with Dean Swift Emily Stiff Ting Stewart. Send name and phone number or call

1050 Pine Street

Men and Women

Houston Blood Components, Inc.

(Continued from page 3) Being Earnest will open on November 30, and Saturday, November 30 and December 1. It will be

Theatre Owners which will pro-

vide five matching grants of $1,000 each to the winners of the awards.

so that the films may be

judged under audience condi-

tions, the regional competition will be presented in public

Wainwright great at Liberty Hall

by JOEL RENNIE

Last week I went to see... at Liberty Hall really overall two of the best of their recent albums, attempted Moustache, including a slightly satirical song about the trials and tribulations im-

ple in being born. But God (though getting in a stick at Guru Maharaj Ji. He had the crowd on his hands indeed, and Wanshal does the familiar 'God-

Kozmik Prod's present five

16 and 17 (8pm) and November

30 and December 1. It will be

A Night At the Opera: the comedic The Marriage of Figaro presented by Houston Grand Opera in Jones Hall, will have all performances sung in English, so nobody misses the funnies. Michael Devlin of the Men and Women Houston OperaFigaro. soprano Patricia Wise will sing Susanna, the "object

of seductive intent." Stage designer John Conklin has created a funny mixture of flavors typical of Tom Jones in his career as 'soldier of fortune' —

"A Conviction: Jose Fueyo is not in this one; he'll star in a production in New York in December." Performances on November 16 and 17 (8pm) and November 30 and December 1. Tickets are $5 at the door, students (all inclusive discounts) at $2.50

Tickets for the Lenنغham Kirov Ballet (which may not be as significant as the Task force but make it, depending on politics)

Kozmik Prod's present five
Soon . . . . just as soon as the books arrive. Our Annual

Fall Book & Print Event was scheduled to begin this week.

It is now scheduled to begin momentarily, pending the

arrival of the books. This special shipment should arrive

at any time before the start of Thanksgiving holidays. So

watch the Campus Store windows, listen to KTRU and

stock up on book bargains for your holiday reading and giving.

RICE CAMPUS STORE
Scientists link "killer weed" to birth defects, cancer

(Continued from Page 4) URI and UT spent $65,518 and $85,690, respectively, last year for "travel, scouting, and recruiting," $534,444 and $508,500 for athletic scholarships: $32,821 and $80,863 for publicity; and $95,518 for coaches' salaries.

Marijuana users face a high risk of chromosome breaks and miscarriage, says Dr. Morton A. Stenchever, chairman of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. The implications are that marijuana use induces the abnormal chromosome breaks and miscarriages in any regular users that the chance of having abnormal offspring or developing forms of cancer.

During the past three years, blood cultures from 49 individuals who used marijuana were compared with cultures from 100 non-smokers. In every 100 cells examined from those, the U researches found 34 cells with abnormal chromosome breaks, while the non-users registered a normal average of 1.2 damaged cells. "There wasn't much difference between light users (those who used marijuana one time or less a week) and those (who took the drug at least twice a week)," said Dr. Stenchever.

Texas—big sewage state

The state health department reports that Texas is growing faster than sewage plants than any other state. Also, every community with more than 10,000 residents has an approved water treatment plant.

BDA has patented its design for a new type of TV antenna, only 21 inches in diameter and covered by a dome-shaped plastic shell. Slotted metal forming a loop is designed to reduce "ghosts" and other forms of interference, and special circuitry is included to amplify received signals.

The Rev. James Groppi, whom you may remember from civil rights activities in the 1960's in Milwaukee, has taken up schooling again on the weekends to earn extra money and help pay the fees of attending the Antioch School of Law in Washington, D.C.

Groppi, a Roman Catholic priest, organized public school boycotts in 1963 and helped launch marches through white neighborhoods during the civil rights rebellion in Chicago. Although criminal charges against Groppi have been in court proceedings to be worth $85,000, he plans to use the money "as a kind of cushion against further arrest." He has been involved twice times as a result of his controversial activism.

Assyrian wolf in fold

Young Pats Puppies of the Assyrian Orthodox Church residence, eventually to marry the Year old director of a dog

Guru Maharaj Ji—fraud or take

(Continued from Page 3) thing as intensely and has such a strong preconceived notion of how the "Knowledge" will manifest itself, in going to receive it, or at least think he has. And in effect of course it is all the same thing—"a religious experience" is a psycho- logical phenomenon, not there's no difference between "really" having one or just imagining

And it isn't hard to believe you're having a religious experience when a "maharaj ji" (professional giver of "Knowledge," i.e. crack minder) seeks your cabbie back into your head, so that through the clinically established process of optical compression you see a bright white light in the middle of your forehead ("the light of God").

The maharaj ji instructs you on how to screw your tongue and ears around until you can barely hear the etheral vibes of the universe, all this goes on for six to ten hours of intensive satiag, Religious experiences (to a Freudian) anybody who goes through all that crap, and wanted to go through it all again if he could have his own hyp, a cen-man.

When you see maybe 50,000 people (and there will be more) in the Astrodom (a setting which lends a surrealistic air to the whole show) hail the guru on his 35 foot-high throne in front of some incandescentable chaln while raising their arms to him in unison... well, it's hard not to find yourself bearing "Sieg Heil" and flashing back to the old noremerals that they used to show ofcertain rallies held in Berlin in the 1930's. And that scares me to death.

R O L A N D O S  D R I V E THRU "LIMING DOWN FACILITIES" AT KIRBY FACTORY CASH

2902 Kirby (between Alabama & Westheimer) 529-9259
11AM-11PM—11AM-Midnite Fri. & Sat. 914 Alabama (just a south on Kirby) 526-8794
11AM-2AM SATURDAY! 26c Beer—Wine Coolers—Charcoal Burgers & Spaghetti
FOOSBALL & PONG GOOD MUSIC
Rolando's is the "IN" Hamburger Joint.

IF YOUR INVESTMENTS ARE NOT YIELING CALL CHARLES JONES 627-1160
ROLANDO'S DRIVE THRU 4601 DURANT 528-5232
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misclassifieds are free ads for Rice people. Buy, sell, trade, insult your friends. Bring your stuff by the Thresher office.

• Need a ride to Santa Fe or Albuquerque, New Mexico for the first exam must be be on campus Monday. Nov. 13.

BAKER BRINGS YOU FOR a limited time only a special offer for Rice students.

SHOWN in Chem. Lee. Hall subscription or $1/door 556-3781 2592 TANGLE

Fellini's THE CLOWNS Sat. Nov. 17—7:30 & 10:00 p.m.

The BIJOU THEATER 2610 Fondren 781-8700

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE IS $1.00
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